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Yet another dash into the fractal flame realms, where beauty and stunning images

abound.Over a hundred of grape/violet shaded swirls and twirls of fantasy and fantastic shapes

and designs.Each page has a unique and yummy flavor of grape to satisfy the taste buds of

our imagination.



Texas, “Mesmerizing and relaxing, No Rorschach testing here.. The Fractal Flames series is

not something you can just flip through quickly. I enjoy looking at these books when I need to

take my mind of what's happening; taking a break from reading a book that I don't really care

for; or just wanting to relax. Not every image is great or even good, but there are so many

fabulous ones that grab your attention and you can get lost in them seeing things. Kinda like

laying in the grass, watching the clouds drift by and imagining what this one or that one

resembles. Mr. Pirillo should be pretty relaxed after he finishes a book. Many belong mounted

on a wall; framed, size 2' x 3', or a continuous slideshow on a HDTV. Form your own opinions,

don't take mine for granted.Grapes of Swirly Wonderfulness - Shades and tints of purple.

Beautiful, fun, free flowing, dramatic, energetic, calm. Fairies and fantasy creatures, the sea

abound.Blue Eclipse On White - Shades and tints of blue. Beautiful, dramatic, free flowing.

Space adventures. Pretty awesome 3D images.Dazzling - Linen background, colorful.

Beautiful, dramatic, calm, free flowing. Not my favorite, but still some dynamic images. Some of

the images remind me of Halloween.Delicate Blossoms - Dark backgrounds, color explosions.

Beautiful, fun, free flowing, drama. Under the sea, in space, in the garden.Dreamy Dreams -

Dark backgrounds, shades and tints of pink and other colors. Lava, space, beautiful, free

flowing, explosive, dynamic.Ebony Collection Vol 2 - Dark backgrounds. Under the sea, in

space, inside the body, just hanging around. Beautiful, dramatic, free flowing, fun, light.Facets

of Beauty - Dark backgrounds, bursts of light. Dynamic, constant movement, beautiful,

dramatic, explosive. The red image is unique. Many 3D - wow!Flaming Glory - Shades and tints

of gold in many; few with other colors. Peaceful, beautiful, fun, dramatic, free flowing. Lots of

action, as if in a battle, in the sea or an outer space adventure. Some great 3D effects.Fruit

Punch - Beautiful, free flowing, drama, fun, light, dark. Some pretty wow images and

3D.Galactic Clusters - Interesting. Fantasy, sea, space, horror/spooky. Beautiful, free flowing,

dark, dramatic.Lemonade - Fun, perky use of colors. You can taste summer. Beautiful, light,

carefree, dramatic, free flowing. Floral, fantasy, fireworks and birds.White Vertical Collection Vol

7 - Shades and tints of purple; few with other colors. Beautiful, dramatic, exciting, free flowing

motion. Interesting 3D. Reminds me of insects.White Vertical Collection Vol 14 - Beautiful, fun,

mystic, dramatic, relaxed, free flowing. Some look 3D. Reminds me of fairies, movement of air

or music.White Vertical Collection Vol 16 - Beautiful, fun, relaxed, serene. Some look 2D, some

3D. Multiple colors.”

Gregg C, “Beautiful Work. It still leaves me speechless when I look at these pictures and I still

plan on finding a way to hook this up to my big screen TV and really look at them.”

Kate Schoenherr, “Words are not needed.. This Is amazing. I love the colors - mostly purple-

but beautiful!  This is very relaxing. There are no words needed!”

Sondra, “Five Stars. Always find these books beautiful and relaxing.”

PMHanlon1369, “Beautiful and wonderful, Fractal joy!. beautiful and wonderful, great for

anyone who loves fractals.”

Froylan, “Soothing lilacs and whites. A nicely done book with a lilac with white and greyscale

theme on a beige fabric background. Lovely drawings that are captivating, I didn't like all of

them but its nonetheless a really nice book. I would have cut down on the book publicity



pagewise because the publicity for other novels easily takes 33% of the book.”

bonnie DALE keck, “Fractal Flames Fantasies * Dancing Light Desert Driftwood * Delicate

Blossoms Dazzling * Grapes of Swirly Wonderfulness A Taste. Kindle Unlimited, but for all this

writer's newer fractals {the ones this year basically} is the ku, all are avaiable for purchase as

well. Fractals are curve/geometric figure, and there are also flame fractals which are somewhat

different type.Fractal Flames Fantasies * Dancing Light Desert Driftwood * Delicate Blossoms

Dazzling * Grapes of Swirly Wonderfulness A Taste of Orange Dark Matter Dreamy Dreams *

Color River Color Buffet * Blue Moon * Eye Candy * Bursts of Joy * Garden of Eden *

Incandescent * Arcs of Lavender *Fractal Flames Red Mansions * Volume Two * Fractal

Flames Abstract Collection Volume One Fractal Flames Ebony Collection Volume One, Volume

Two: *Fractal Flames White Vertical Collection, 1* 2* 3 4 5* 6* 7* 8 9 10 11 12* 13 14 15 16*

17not including any that are not ku so there are quite a few more in previous months, also this

subject is covered in the Chesterton K books by same writer {ignore the * as that is just my

way of noting which ones own, bought or freebie days various sites}”

The book by John Pirillo has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 7 people have provided feedback.
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